WITWITs – Part 1
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A WITWIT is merely an acronym for “Where In The Word Is That?,” an orthographic challenge that I introduced in *May I Have A Word With You?*. In the first of this seven part series, two dozen letter sequences have been extracted, without interruption, from either the beginning, middle, or end of a word. Reinserting each into its proper position at the rate of one per hour, you’ll identify the sources of all of these sequences in a single day. Moreover, you’ll certainly have the last laugh and avoid a fracas provided you recognize that HAHA came from BROUHAHA!

1. ABK
2. AMWE
3. BIAG
4. CHITI
5. CYO
6. ELDY
7. EZV
8. GWU
9. HIBB
10. IAZ
11. INGUE
12. JUA
13. LBEI
14. NENY
15. OCAC
16. OSOS
17. PRYL
18. RSKS
19. SOGY
20. THYSP
21. UAU
22. ULIF
23. WIX
24. YNG